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Devon Sanders, a private investigator known for his efficiency and discretion, is determined to

unearth the secrets of the paranormal university, Quintessence. As the truth of his own past is

revealed, he learns that some secrets are better left in the dark.When a strange sickness spreads

through the school, the evidence points to someone Devon never expected. As the university and

its students are threatened, it may be time for Quintessence to redesign the rules of the paranormal

community. To save the students, Devon must race against time to stop an enemy that is as

elusiveâ€¦ as a shadow.Magic is elemental.
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As a series this is one that continues to improve with every release. With complex characters and a

clever wit, it's easy to get completely wrapped up in the characters. Many have described it as

somewhat reminiscent of Harry Potter and that's true, but rest assured it is very much its own story

with its own unique characters and plots.As one would expect with a school of magic, something

odd is afoot at Quintessence and once more it will be up to Devon to save the day. Or the game,

because after all it's just a game, and one without rules. The sickness that's running around is



turning up the heat on everyone, and I was on the edge of my seat wanting to know who or what

was causing it. There's weird, shared dreams and unexpected proposals to go with the usual spells,

shifters, vampires, and magical mayhem. Lots of excitement and surprises along the way, and while

the ending wasn't a cliffhanger it did toss a delicious crumb out that I will be eagerly following to the

next book.

Probably my favorite writer and she did not disappoint me. For a synopsis read the book description.

I would recommend you read the series in order, not fully required but you might get a little lost on

the characters otherwise. Dark Waters was the first, this is the third book. Humor, mystery, very light

romance and of course magic. Think Columbo at Hogwarts. I am impatiently waiting for the next

book. Thank you Ms Oxford!!

Kinda of a teen version of Hogwarts. Entertaining laughed out loud a few times (but that could be do

to age) Vampires as the lowest of the supernaturals kind of liked that for a change. Liked the lead

character wasn't some bumbling idiot but actually brought some skills nobody in this new world was

expecting/ The young Sherlock Holmes meets Hogwarts. Really can't say much more without

spoiler. Its a fun fast read.

Super dope that Rain incorporated Skrev into this book. hopefully she will find a way to arrange an

appearance from characters from her other series.

Details, details, details. What a rush to draw you into the world Rain has created. Magic, love, and a

fire sword. Great read. Thanks

Enjoying this series. Reading gets a little choppy from time to time, but not enough to be a problem.
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